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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic is the most devastating public health crisis in at least a century
and has affected the lives of billions of people worldwide in unprecedented ways. Compared to
pandemics of this scale in the past, societies are now equipped with advanced technologies that can
mitigate the impacts of pandemics if utilized appropriately. However, opportunities are currently
not fully utilized, particularly at the intersection of data science and health. Health-related big data
and technological advances have the potential to significantly aid the fight against such pandemics,
including the current pandemic’s ongoing and long-term impacts. Specifically, the field of natural
language processing (NLP) has enormous potential at a time when vast amounts of text-based data
are continuously generated from a multitude of sources, such as health/hospital systems, published
medical literature, and social media. Effectively mitigating the impacts of the pandemic requires
tackling challenges associated with the application and deployment of NLP systems. In this paper, we
review the applications of NLP to address diverse aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic. We outline key
NLP-related advances on a chosen set of topics reported in the literature and discuss the opportunities
and challenges associated with applying NLP during the current pandemic and future ones. These
opportunities and challenges can guide future research aimed at improving the current health and
social response systems and pandemic preparedness.
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1. Introduction

During a global health crisis such as the current COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare
systems need practical solutions that can help provide effective care services and mitigate
its impact on society. Outbreaks of novel diseases exert considerable pressure on public
health and hospital systems [1,2]. Unlike past pandemics, however, the current one has
occurred at a time when healthcare systems and public health agencies have access to
large-scale data. Thus, the challenges posed by the crisis offer an opportunity to improve
public health systems through the use of innovative technologies such as data-driven
artificial intelligence (AI) [3]. One subset of AI technologies with enormous potential
is natural language processing (NLP), particularly due to the large volumes of free-text
data that are currently available and continuously generated through different channels,
such as electronic health records (EHRs), published medical literature, and social media.
The NLP of EHRs, for example, can help medical practitioners identify patterns in free-
text clinical big data generated by COVID-19 patients, and/or discover the latent factors
influencing their long-term outcomes [4]. The NLP of social media data may help address
challenges associated with the COVID-19 infodemic, which refers to the massive spread
of health disinformation and misinformation during the pandemic [5]. NLP applied to
social media data related to COVID-19 may also help monitor people’s mental health
during the evolution of the pandemic, act as disease surveillance systems, and help to
understand the psychological and sociological processes that can influence people to follow
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suggested health behaviors for the COVID-19 pandemic. NLP may be applied to the
scientific literature, which is evolving fast during the pandemic, to establish real-time
evidence-based question-and-answer systems that can automatically translate the latest
scientific knowledge to several languages to disseminate the findings globally [6]. It can
also help frontline physicians address problems associated with information overload [7,8].
Figures 1 and 2 provide visual summaries of the data sources and opportunities discussed
in the following sections of this paper.
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A number of recent reviews have addressed topics broadly at the intersection of
AI and COVID-19, and some have focused specifically on NLP. The literature review by
Grabar and Gruin [9] focused on NLP advances in 2020 and specifically discussed three
papers in detail, which they considered the best papers in their review. Several reviews
have included NLP as a topic within the broader sphere of AI [10–13]. A recent scoping
review discussed the potential use of AI methods, including NLP approaches, during the
COVID-19 pandemic [14]. Another scoping review emphasized the critical role of social
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media in circulating health information and dealing with pandemic-related infodemics and
misinformation [15]. Similarly, a prior systemic review discussed different social media
uses for public health [16]. Other similar previous review articles discussed deep learning
applications for COVID-19 in general [17–21], or NLP use for COVID-19 in particular [22].
Most of the reviewed deep learning approaches for COVID-19 are focused on image
classification applications [17–21]. The review article in [22] discussed several pre-trained
NLP models with use cases for a sentiment analysis associated with COVID-19 vaccination.
However, the review we present in this paper, unlike the abovementioned recent reviews,
thoroughly appraises a carefully selected set of recent papers on the application of NLP
approaches during the COVID-19 pandemic, in order to improve pandemic preparedness
and response. We include studies involving diverse text data sources such as EHRs, official
agency guidelines, social media, and scientific publications, and cover many relevant
applications (see Figures 1 and 2). However, our review is not designed to be a systematic
review. Instead, the focus is to select a small set of important papers on several chosen
topics and discuss their contributions, limitations, and potential extensions. On top of
highlighting these papers, we provide future research directions. Our review follows
the structure of several previous review articles [23–28]. The rest of the paper is written
as follows: in Section 2, we discuss NLP methods applied to clinical notes encoded in
EHRs. Section 3 covers studies that focused on the application of NLP approaches to
understand individuals’ mental health during the pandemic. Section 4 discusses the
studies that have proposed NLP approaches to study people’s health behaviors during
the pandemic. Section 5 deliberates the studies that investigated the potential utilization
of NLP techniques on social media data to build COVID-19 surveillance and outbreak
prediction systems. Section 6 reviews studies that examine NLP approaches to tackle the
problem of misinformation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Section 7 discusses studies
that utilized NLP approaches to construct real-time question-answering (QA) systems
based on the scientific literature, which can effectively disseminate information during
an urgent situation such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Section 8 summarizes studies that
employed NLP methods to translate scientific findings from different languages. Section 9
builds on the previous ones and presents the issues, challenges, and future directions of
the NLP applications during a pandemic. We summarize the motivation, significance, and
contributions of this review in the following subsections.

1.1. Motivation

Innovations in NLP approaches offer an opportunity to improve current healthcare
and public health systems. Large volumes of free-text data are available and continuously
generated through various channels, such as EHRs, published medical literature, and social
media. The primary motivation of this review is to discuss some of the many uses of
NLP-based technologies that can enhance pandemic preparedness and response (such as
for COVID-19) and their potential applications in unpredictable future pandemics.

1.2. Significance

This review discusses a set of crucial uses of NLP approaches that can improve pan-
demic preparedness and response and which may be useful in unforeseen future pandemics.
Lessons learned from the current use of NLP applications during the COVID-19 pandemic
are also presented. Furthermore, we discuss several opportunities and remaining chal-
lenges associated with the application of NLP during a pandemic. These opportunities and
challenges can be used as a guide in identifying future research directions and advancing
the existing health and social response structures and pandemic readiness systems.

1.3. Contributions

The key contributions of this survey are as follows:

• A review of the various applications of NLP that can improve pandemic preparedness
and response, and their potential use in future pandemics.
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• A deliberation of lessons learned in different NLP application areas in each section,
followed by comparisons and a summary of reviewed studies.

• A detailed presentation of research challenges and potential future directions. The
challenges we present can be used as a guide for future studies that seek to advance
the present health and social response systems and pandemic preparedness.

2. NLP for Electronic Health Records (EHRs)

The comprehensive adoption of EHRs in healthcare produces large real-world data
that introduce new opportunities for critical clinical research. EHRs contain structured
and unstructured data; the latter are typically referred to as clinical notes. As a significant
volume of valuable clinical information is available in clinical notes, NLP techniques can
be used for the real-time extraction of information from clinical free text. The utilization of
EHRs for healthcare or scientific research requires data to be encoded and comparable [29].
In general, the role of NLP for this type of data is to convert unstructured data (i.e., free
text data) into structured information that can be readily accessed and used. The key
advantage of NLP applications for such data is that they enable the prompt utilization of
extensive clinical data [2], allowing the use of EHRs for patients with novel diseases as soon
as they are included in the system [30]. Although NLP application has been frequently
recommended [31], such claims have not been tested in real time [30]. Thus, the present
COVID-19 pandemic, with all of its challenges, can provide an opportunity to develop and
implement real-time NLP models for EHRs with significant practical applications. The
usefulness and applicability of NLP to clinical text [30] in response to emergencies have
been evaluated with the main question of whether applying NLP models to unstructured
textual information can yield clinically actionable knowledge. The outcomes indicate that
NLP models can be developed rapidly to serve a novel disease domain and extract valuable
information [30]. When combined with structured data, the extracted knowledge is often
able to increase the sample size satisfactorily to observe treatment effects that may not have
been previously statistically detectable.

NLP models may serve as the main components of clinical AI systems that extract self-
reported symptoms from individuals’ audio or video recordings of clinic visits. A recording
generally presents more informative facts about patient-reported symptoms compared to
other sources. Recordings of clinic visits prepared at scale and combined with data from
EHRs can enhance NLP models, thereby quickly creating patient-level clinical phenotypes
of COVID-19 [32]. If clinical consultations are recorded and NLP models are effectively
developed, benchtop virological findings can be better informed [32]. The potential role of
NLP models to detect stroke during the COVID-19 pandemic from radiology reports has
also been investigated [33]. The results demonstrated the potential of NLP approaches to
automatically track acute or sub-acute ischemic stroke numbers for epidemiological studies.
NLP models have also been developed to extract risk factors related to severe or non-severe
COVID-19 from unstructured free text [34], and they showed promising results and the
potential for real-time clinical applications.

NLP approaches have also been shown to be useful for extracting signs or symptoms
of COVID-19 from clinical free text [35]. Owing to the importance of such NLP tasks,
datasets such as the COVID-19 Annotated Clinical Text (CACT) have been created [36].
CACT is a dataset with annotations for COVID-19 diagnoses, testing, and symptoms that
are used for training NLP models to detect annotated COVID-19 entities. Such datasets
and others have enabled the development of machine learning (ML)-oriented NLP models.
For instance, using a combination of NLP and ML methods enables the prediction of
potential ICU admissions from the EHRs of patients with COVID-19 [37]. Another study
used hospital discharge summary notes to develop an NLP pipeline to categorize the
discharge dispositions of such patients [38]. Within the Department of Veterans Affairs
(VA), a study developed an NLP system to extract possible positive COVID-19 cases from
clinical text [39]. Detecting positive cases from clinical notes can help reduce the number
of patients that laboratory-based surveillance methods may miss, and therefore, are not
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counted in the overall number of cases. Since EHRs in the VA contain data from hospitals
across the United States, such a model can be useful for surveillance at the national level.

From the aforementioned papers, it is evident that with recent advances the application
of NLP techniques in clinical notes can reveal new insights into real-time self-reported
symptoms extraction, predicting potential ICU admissions, and improving pandemic
prediction. The valuable information from these real-world data can aid research, healthcare
systems, and regulatory activities. However, the characteristics of clinical notes pose many
challenges for the application of NLP techniques, such as varying data quality, the difficulty
of accurately de-identifying notes to protect patients’ privacy, and difficulties associated
with interoperability.

3. NLP for Mental Health

During the COVID-19 pandemic, most governments around the globe implemented
strict domestic quarantine policies to control the spread of the disease. Infringement on
personal freedom, financial hardship, misinformation, and uncertainties about the new
virus are among the significant stressors that have been reported to increase emotional
distress and risks of psychiatric illnesses associated with COVID-19 [40]. The pandemic is
associated with elevated levels of psychological distress which, in many cases, meet the
threshold for clinical relevance. Thus, relieving the severe effects of COVID-19 on mental
health has become a worldwide public health priority [41].

NLP models can promptly monitor public sentiments and emotions on a large scale [42,43].
The use of NLP techniques to understand the mental states of individuals through the analysis
of their posts on social media platforms is increasing. This analysis of public commentaries,
such as on Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook, can capture the users’ concerns, emotions, and mental
states in real-time. A recent study applied NLP techniques to COVID-19-related data on Reddit
to understand individuals’ mental health. The authors showed that NLP techniques have been
helpful to reveal mental health complaints in real time, recognize vulnerable individuals, and
detect rapidly rising mental health-related topics during COVID-19 [44]. The study shows that
NLP techniques performed robustly in finding mental health complaints in real time, as well as
identifying vulnerable groups and important mental health-related topics during the pandemic.
As discovered by NLP techniques, several linguistic patterns of mental health status can serve
as helpful indicators and clues for further investigation in clinical settings [44].

Another study that aims to provide a research resource for developing NLP models
created the Emotion-Covid19-Tweet (EmoCT) dataset containing 1000 annotated English
tweets used for NLP model training. In the dataset, English tweets are labeled as expressing
anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust [45]. In a separate study, over
20 million COVID-19 tweets between January 28 and April 9, 2020 were used to examine the
shift of public emotions during the early phases of the disease outbreak [46]. Fears about
the unavailability of COVID-19 tests and medical supplies gradually turned into common
discussion topics. Sadness was expressed in discussions about losing friends and family
members, whereas topics related to joy were found to contain words of appreciation for
good health [46]. In a similar direction, another study applied NLP techniques to explore
47 million COVID-19-related comments extracted from Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
The findings showed that a total of 34 negative topics appeared, out of which 15 were
related to COVID-19, specifically focusing on health, psychosocial, and social issues from
the population health perspective. Furthermore, 20 positive topics were found, which
were commonly related to public awareness, inspiration, gratitude, online learning, charity,
spiritual support, innovative research, and a better environment [47].

NLP techniques can help to analyze real-time social media posts to understand tem-
poral mental health dynamics associated with changes in COVID-19 regulations (such as
national lockdowns). For instance, the correlation between temporal mental health dy-
namics and COVID-19 events was investigated in a study [19], and the results empirically
demonstrated an association between the populations’ temporal mental health dynamics
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and national lockdowns. Such findings can be referenced as a second opinion during
strategic decision making.

NLP approaches have also been applied to free-text notes from sources other than
social media to assess mental health status. For example, research has analyzed the free
text generated by college students through an application designed to help improve their
mental health [48]. The study intended to understand the sentiments that students reveal
on specific topics between pre- and post-COVID-19 periods. The findings disclosed that
topics such as Education became remarkably less essential to students after the pandemic,
whereas topics on Health became more imprinting and trending. Moreover, the students
expressed more negative sentiments across all topics in post-COVID-19 discussions than
before the pandemic [48].

The real-time monitoring of mental health during a pandemic is vital for public
health agencies that strive to improve public awareness and reduce the negative impact
of the pandemic on individuals’ mental health. From the literature, it is evident that
NLP techniques can be used in near real-time mental health surveillance systems that
can track, at a large scale, trends in people’s mental health statuses associated with news,
guidelines, misinformation, and public health responses during distinct phases of the
pandemic. However, the validity of observational social media research on mental health
status is still a challenge, as discussed in previous research [49–51]. The challenges can
introduce gaps that may limit the deployment of NLP techniques on social media data to
predict mental health status in clinical and public health systems [51].

4. NLP for Understanding Health Behaviors

An important factor in the successful implementation of effective strategies to control
the spread of an infectious disease is to understand the psychological and sociological
processes that can influence people to follow recommended health behaviors. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, one of the essential health behaviors was social distancing, which
made it important to mine information on how seriously people followed the suggested
government guidelines that were intended to reduce the spread of the virus [52]. Research
has shown that NLP techniques and data from social media can construct useful models to
understand health behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic [52]. Large-scale social media
text can be analyzed using NLP approaches to understand the discussions shared over
social media and people’s reactions to specific guidelines. The conclusions and findings
from such studies may help to rapidly inform public health policymakers and enable them
to design corresponding strategies. The extracted information can also enable the analysis
of public discourse on social distancing for use in future public health measures [53].

An analysis of Twitter data related to mask wearing revealed insights into social aware-
ness of COVID-19 and its prevention [54]. For instance, past studies [54] suggested that
high-profile users exert a significant influence (positive or negative) in spreading awareness
about medical prevention approaches. Similarly, an NLP classifier [55] was developed to
identify COVID-19 tweets that contained personal opinions about wearing masks. The study
showed that the percentage of tweets related to anti-mask wearing was constant (approx-
imately 10% of all tweets) during the study period (January to October 2020). The main
justifications represented in anti-mask tweets were feeling physical discomfort, lack of effec-
tiveness, and them being unnecessary or inappropriate for specific people or under certain
circumstances. Anti-mask tweets were significantly less likely to cite scientific or official
external information sources that supported their claims. Overall, combining social media
data and NLP can help determine people’s perceptions of specific health issues (e.g., wearing
masks) related to COVID-19 and provide public health policymakers with more insights to
improve the interventions for the ongoing global pandemic.

NLP methods such as topic modeling and aspect-based sentiment analysis have been
used to analyze topics in COVID-19-related tweets [56]. Trending topics on social media
have been investigated versus the timing of implementation of interventions; they have
been found to be highly correlated to public health behavior promotions such as physical
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distancing, handwashing, staying at home, and face covering. Applying NLP approaches
to understand people’s behaviors or opinions about a public health event can be used in
long-term plans to monitor public health campaigns that can help governments create
effective communications. For instance, the literature has shown that developing an NLP
model for understanding users’ opinions in social media towards vaccines (e.g., in favor,
neutral, or against) can help to understand public concerns, and thus assist in designing
effective communication that can help clarify their concerns and increase their awareness
and trust [57].

One can conclude from the reviewed studies that the recent advances in NLP hold
the potential to construct monitoring systems that can accurately and promptly track
population-level health behavior associated with the guidelines and health agencies’ recom-
mendations during a pandemic. However, the findings of several types of health behavior
research that use NLP approaches applied to social media data are based on descriptive
analyses. Such studies quantitatively show social data through numerical or graphical
means. The descriptive analyses of tweets’ geographical distribution (for instance, exam-
ining if the recommended COVID-19 social distancing guideline is followed in a specific
region) or descriptive analyses of the number of positive and negative opinions about spe-
cific preventive measures (for example, about wearing masks) are based on summarizing
large complex datasets into small summarized numbers with limited conclusions. There-
fore, it may cover significant details about health behavior and perhaps lead researchers to
inaccurate conclusions or compromise the research validity [49].

5. NLP for Surveillance and Outbreak Prediction Systems

Social media-based infoveillance (i.e., information surveillance similar to syndromic
surveillance that analyzes online data to detect disease outbreaks earlier than traditional
surveillance [58,59]) has shown great potential in health applications [60,61]. For example,
Chew and Eysenbach [62] analyzed tweets to monitor the use of the terms “H1N1” versus
“swine flu” over time to study whether Twitter data can provide insights in predicting a
pandemic, and thus, be used as an early tracking tool. Similarly, an influenza surveillance
system has been proposed based on data extracted from Twitter [63]. Recent studies
showed the potential of using social media data for developing pandemic prediction
models based on early self-reported symptoms by users [64,65]. Moreover, an earlier
systematic review [66] concluded that social media data are a valuable resource to develop
syndromic surveillance systems that can detect infectious disease outbreaks by studying
users’ spatiotemporal dynamics of self-reported symptoms. Such surveillance can work
best when integrated with traditional systems. Likewise, early warnings of COVID-19
outbreaks across Europe have been detected from social media [67], showing that the
number of reports of pneumonia was above usual in several European countries. Many of
these social media posts came from geographical locations that later became COVID-19
hot spots (with high numbers of cases). All these studies suggest that social media-based
infoveillance methods that utilize NLP can be critical for detecting early warning signals
by analyzing online discussions.

6. NLP for Fighting Misinformation

The term infodemic refers to the massive information epidemic that occurs during a
pandemic [5,68]. In recent years, the magnitude of this phenomenon has become large-scale
with the continued popularity and adoption of social media platforms, which provides the
means to spread information to an unprecedented number of users. Such information spreads
without real-time verification and there is no effective mechanism for controlling it. Therefore,
the combination of rapid emergent events such as COVID-19 and millions of connected users
on social media can result in significantly amplified rumors and questionable information.
The pressing need to develop AI that can fight the spread of misinformation has substantially
increased with the COVID-19 pandemic, and this topic has received significant attention from
governments and public health organizations [69,70]. One of the notable potential applications
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of NLP methods is to automatically detect misinformation that is spread over social media,
such as fake news, rumors, hoaxes, and conspiracy theories.

Several NLP pipelines have been proposed to reduce the effect of the spread of
misinformation [71–73]. For instance, a system to fight misinformation was developed
using a dataset called ReCOVery (which contains multimodal information on COVID-19
news articles) and a similarity-aware multimodal fake news detection system (SAFE) [71].
The best classification results were used to distinguish between reliable and unreliable
news [72]. Similarly, an NLP pipeline was annotated and developed using a support
vector machine classifier to detect fake news related to COVID-19 [73]. Another study
introduced a dataset that contained approximately 4800 tweets annotated by experts as
informative, misinformative, or irrelevant. The authors applied off-the-shelf NLP models
to the created dataset and concluded that the performances were not as good as required,
suggesting the need for additional research and development. However, the current created
dataset is small, with 165 informative and 465 misinformative tweets. Additional annotated
data or augmentation may significantly improve the results. Other datasets include one
on misinformation related to COVID-19, called CoAID, which contains 4251 news items,
296,000 related user engagements, and 926 posts from social networks with their ground
truth labels [74], and another with 61,286 tweets related to the health-risk assessment of
COVID-19. The latter mainly focuses on the severity of each misinformation story (the risk
that a message is actually believed by the readers) [75].

NLP methods may also be combined with other computational approaches, such as
complex networks, to discover hidden patterns and differences between the communities
involved in spreading misinformation and promoting accurate information during the
pandemic. For example, the literature has reported that communities that contribute to
circulating misinformation are denser and more organized than those circulating useful
information, with a possibility of a high volume of misinformation being part of disin-
formation campaigns [76]. COVID-19 users who spread useful information also tend to
share more narratives than those who spread misinformation. NLP pipelines have also
been developed to detect fake news related to COVID-19 through two stages [77]. In this
approach, the first NLP stage uses a fact-checking method that retrieves the most relevant
facts about particular COVID-19 claims. The second stage verifies the degree of truth
in those claims. For these models, large pre-trained language models such as BERT and
ALBERT were trained for the above proposal, and promising results were achieved in
retrieving and classifying fake news in an extremely specific domain of COVID-19.

The studies demonstrated that NLP models can accurately identify the misinformation
content primarily driven by known rumors, stigma, and conspiracy theories. However,
most NLP models are built on supervised ML approaches that need to define in advance
what needs to be detected via annotated samples. Therefore, such NLP models will likely
miss most of the novel and unique misinformation content. Another challenge in building
NLP-based solutions to mitigate the spread of misinformation is updating the NLP models
with new and novel misinformation content to identify them promptly before they go
viral. A potential future direction in misinformation identification is constructing lifelong
learning strategies for NLP models to learn from crowdsourced judgment annotation [78],
and ensuring that the learning process is timely.

7. NLP for COVID-19 Question-Answering Systems

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, academics and researchers have
focused on investigating COVID-19 and publishing relevant discoveries. The resulting large
amount of published knowledge causes information overload [79], making it challenging
for clinicians, medical professionals, and general readers to stay up to date with actionable
insights. Real-time answers to important questions such as how the virus is transmitted,
effective strategies for prevention, and risk factors for infection are essential and updated in
almost real-time. Moreover, significant evidence needs to be summarized accordingly and
conveyed to the public in a timely manner. Therefore, real-time question-answering (QA)
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systems based on the scientific literature can effectively disseminate information during an
urgent time such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

To provide a large number of researchers and the public access to scientific findings on
COVID-19, the World Health Organization (WHO), European Commission, and scientific
research publishers have made relevant publications open access [5,80].

For COVID-19 QA and automatic text summarization (ATS), the common datasets
that are available to researchers are as follows:

I. COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) [80]: A recent initiative established
by the Allen Institute for AI, which contains all COVID-19-related publications. The
CORD-19 dataset is updated daily to include the latest relevant published papers
from various databases (such as arXiv, bioRxiv, and medRxiv, Medline, and PubMed
Central) [80,81]. CORD-19 has more than 160,000 articles, of which more than 70,000
are full text [5]. The motive behind releasing this dataset is “to mobilize researchers
to apply for recent advances in NLP to produce new insights in support of the fight
against this infectious disease” [80].

II. COVID-QA dataset [82]: This dataset was created from scientific articles related to
COVID-19 and annotated by volunteer biomedical experts. COVID-QA contains 2019
questions-and-answer pairs.

III. COVID-QA dataset by [83]: This dataset contains 124 question-and-article pairs
annotated from the CORD-19 dataset.

Manual summarization is expensive and impractical. In practice, a manual summa-
rization or search for an answer is impractical in the presence of massive amounts of textual
data. ATS and QA systems hold a promising and practical solution to extract insights
from such massive textual data. Researchers responding to the urgent call for building
such solutions have developed ATS and QA systems. One of the first QA systems built
using the CORD-19 corpus is CovidQA [83], for which the authors evaluated transformer
models and unsupervised (zero-shot) approaches. The transformer models were proven
effective for domain-specific supervised learning settings but had limited usefulness for
out-of-domain contexts [83]. The analysis of several transformer models showed that T5
for ranking [84,85] accomplished the highest effectiveness in recognizing sentences from
documents that contained answers.

Another research article [27] discussed the development of a real-time neural QA
and query-focused multi-document summarization system called CAiRE-COVID. The
system initially starts with the most relevant documents related to the input user query
from the CORD-19 dataset and highlights the text spans containing the potential answer.
The main NLP models used for building the CaiRE-COVID system architecture are as
follows: a combination of two QA models, HLTC-MRQA [86] and BioBERT [87], are
employed to construct the neural QA model; BART [88] for abstractive summarization; and
ALBERT [89] in extractive summarization block. BERT is also used with topic modeling
through latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to extract articles related to domains and retrieve
answers to COVID-19 questions [90]. A real-time QA system that uses both biomedical text
mining and QA methods to answer COVID-19-related questions was developed and called
COVIDASK [91]. The primary NLP model in this architecture is BioBERT [87]. In other
related research efforts, QA examples were synthetically generated to optimize the system
performance on closed domains [92]. Neural information retrieval and machine reading
comprehension methods were combined. The proposed approach showed significant
increases in the performance of end-to-end QA on the CORD-19 collection compared with
a state-of-the-art open-domain QA baseline.

Current QA systems, however, need further improvement to be used effectively during
a pandemic. One of the primary challenges, mainly in the medical domain, is how to design
QA systems that can respond with “I do not know” when a question is unanswerable or
when an answer is uncertain. Moreover, while constructing QA systems, a follow-up
question strategy to ask additional questions and information before providing the final
answer, mainly when dealing with the complex question about COVID-19, is needed to
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avoid the ambiguity that may result in an inaccurate response [93]. QA systems should
also include knowledge (e.g., common sense) beyond context-specific text and questions to
which more accurate answers can be provided.

8. NLP for Knowledge Transfer

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, universities and research centers conducted
studies to understand the nature of the new virus, its transmission, risk factors, preventive
steps, and measures to increase community awareness and prepare official guidelines.
However, most of the published scientific reports and articles are in English, and trans-
lation of the scientific findings into several other languages is necessary to reach a larger
population worldwide. NLP can play an important role to translate these findings and
guidelines. For instance, NLP models were trained to offer multilingual translation support
for general and biomedical domains [94]. A separate study constructed a multilingual
dataset and then developed a model for cross-lingual intent detection to improve COVID-19
chatbots across the English, Spanish, French, and Spanglish languages [95]. Multilingual
models have also been developed to understand people’s sentiments about COVID-19
across various languages and countries [96].

Table 1 summarizes the important studies discussed in the previous sections and com-
pares the NLP methods used in various applications related to COVID-19. The comparison
confirmed that the pre-trained NLP models, such as BERT, ALBERT, Sentence-BERT, and
Bio-BERT, are commonly used NLP models for building NLP pipelines for COVID-19.

Table 1. Comparison of studies that apply NLP to various applications related to COVID-19.

Study
Reference Application Employed NLP Model Data Source

[30] EHRs

- BERT
- Specific phenotypes associated

with COVID-19 using the list of
60 regular expressions (NLP
RegExp)

- All signs, symptoms, and
comorbidities were extracted
with the quickUMLS algorithm
[97] (NLP UMLS).

A multi-center study involving data
from 39 hospitals

[98] EHRs
Keyword-extraction NLP that uses an
unsupervised ML approach
(clustering)

450,114 patient CT comprehensive
reports gathered from 1 January to
October 2020

[99] EHRs
Word frequency for text analytics and
CNN trained using Word2vector as a
classification model

Data are collected through telehealth
visits, including 6813 patients, of
whom 498 tested positive and 6315
tested negative

[32] EHRs NLP model (medical named entity
recognition)

Audio or video recordings of clinic
visits

[38] EHRs Multi-class logistic regression model
trained n-gram features

The study cohort includes 1737
COVID-19 adult patients discharged
from two hospitals in Boston,
Massachusetts, between 10 March
and 30 June 2022

[39] EHRs NLP rule-based pipeline

Data from VA Corporate Data
Warehouse (CDW) include clinical
data in 2020 between 1 January and
15 June
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Table 1. Cont.

Study
Reference Application Employed NLP Model Data Source

[33] EHRs Random-forest trained on N-grams
32,555 radiology reports from brain
CTs and MRIs from a comprehensive
stroke center

[34] EHRs NLP rule-based pipeline
6250 patients (5664 negative and
586 positives; 46,138 non-severe and
125 severe)

[36] EHRs BERT and Bi-LSTM with attention
Annotated 1472 clinical notes
distinguishing COVID-19 diagnoses,
testing, and symptoms

[35] EHRs NLP rule-based pipeline

NLP is validated on several datasets;
the main one is related to COVID-19
and contains 50 posts (1162 sentences)
of related dialogues

[44] Mental health

Supervised text classification used
stochastic gradient descent linear
classifier with L1 penalty TF-IDF
grams with principal component
analysis with k-NN used for
unsupervised clustering. LDA is used
in topic modeling.

Social media: Reddit Mental Health
Dataset including posts from
826,961 unique users

[45] Mental health BERT (ft)
Social media: 1000 English tweets for
training the model and 1 million
tweets included in the analysis

[46] Mental health Sentiment analytic systems
called CrystalFeel

Social media: Over 20 million
COVID-19 tweets between 28 January
and April 2020

[47] Mental health Key phrase extraction and sentiment
score using lexicon-based technique

Social media: 47 million COVID-19-
related comments extracted from
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube

[100] Mental health Bi-directional LSTM and a
self-attention layer

Social media: The diagnosed group
has approximately 900,000 tweets
from several countries. The control
group has approximately 14 million
tweets from several countries

[48] Mental health Sentence-BERT (SBERT)
9090 English free-form texts from
1451 students between 1 February
and 30 April 2020

[52] Health behaviors BERT 1.1 million COVID-19-related tweets
from 181 counties in the US

[54] Health behaviors

- t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding

- DistilBART
- VADER for sentiment analysis
- Google’s Universal

Sentence Encoder

189,958,459 English
COVID-19-related tweets COVID-19
between 17 March to 27 July 2020

[55] Health behaviors SVM, XGBoost, and LSTM 771,268 tweets from the US between
January and October 2020

[56] Health behaviors LDA for topic modeling
andaspect-based sentiment analysis

English COVID-19 tweets are 25,595
for Canada and 293,929 for the US

[57] Health behaviors BERT
2,349,659 tweets related to COVID-19
vaccination 1 month after the first
vaccine announcement
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Table 1. Cont.

Study
Reference Application Employed NLP Model Data Source

[52] Health behaviors BERT 1.1 million COVID-19-related tweets
from 181 counties in the US

[71] Misinformation detection Uses SAFE systems developed in [53]

2029 news articles on COVID-19
(between January and May 2020) and
140,820 tweets that disclose how these
news articles have circulated
on Twitter

[76] Misinformation detection NLP and network analysis method 4573 annotated tweets comprising
3629 users

[73] Misinformation detection SVM 10,700 social media posts and articles
of real and fake news on COVID-19

[101] Misinformation detection Sentence-BERT and BERTScore 4800 expert-annotated social
media posts

[77] Misinformation detection BERT and ALBERT 5500 claims and explanation pairs

[90] COVID QA systems BERT and LDA COVID-19 scientific publications:
CORD-19 dataset

[83] COVID QA systems T5 COVID-19 scientific publications:
CORD-19 dataset

[102] COVID QA systems

- An ensemble of two QA models
(HLTC-MRQA and BioBERT)
for the QA model

- BART [88] for abstractive
summarization

- ALBERT [89] in extractive
summarization block

COVID-19 scientific publications:
CORD-19 dataset

[91] COVID QA systems BioBERT
COVID-19 scientific publications:
CORD-19 dataset, with additional
111 QA pairs annotated for test

[92] COVID QA systems

Synthetically generated QA examples
to optimize the QA system
performance on closed domains. The
machine reading comprehension
employs the Roberta model.

COVID-19 scientific publications:
CORD-19 dataset

[95] Knowledge transfer XLM-R Large
Dataset, M-CID, containing
5271 utterances across English,
Spanish, French, and Spanglish

[96] Knowledge transfer Multilingual Universal
Sentence Encoder [103]

4,683,226 geo-referenced tweets in
60 languages located in Europe

[94] Knowledge transfer Variant transformers big architecture

The model is trained on more than
350 million sentences in French,
Spanish, German, Italian, and Korean
(into English)

Table 1 shows a comparison of the NLP methods on various applications related to
COVID-19.

9. Opportunities and Challenges for NLP Applications during the COVID-19 Pandemic

The potential of NLP-based technologies is coupled with challenges associated with
their development and application. In this section, we present the challenges in using
NLP approaches to help mitigate the impacts of pandemics and improve pandemic pre-
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paredness. The challenges discussed are related to the nature of pandemics, the design of
clinically applicable NLP models, sampling bias, data analysis, characteristics of health
misinformation, synergic implementation, and deployment.

9.1. The Nature of a Pandemic

Pandemics are large-scale infectious disease outbreaks that can cause a critical upsurge
in infection spread and mortality over a wide-ranging geographical region, leading to sig-
nificant economic, social, and political disruptions [104,105]. The probability of pandemic
occurrence has increased over the past century because of globalization, urbanization,
changes in land use, and extensive exploitation of the natural environment [104,105]. Thus,
improving our capability to respond to pandemics remains a challenge. COVID-19 is trans-
mitted quite easily, with the average infected person spreading the disease to two or three
others [106], and some recently emerging variants such as Delta and Omicron are even more
infectious [107]. The rapid spread of COVID-19 necessitates the need for fast responses.
However, developing NLP models that can efficiently support healthcare response systems
still faces many obstacles. Most current successful NLP models are trained on manually
annotated data, which is time-consuming to create. Moreover, many annotated datasets,
particularly those involving EHRs, are not publicly shared and are confined within the
specific institution that is conducting the research. The lack of mechanisms for widespread
data sharing presents challenges related to the generalization of implemented systems.
Many systems that are developed remain effective only within the creating organization
and typically underperform when applied to other healthcare settings. Creating frame-
works that can enhance the data-annotation processes and enable widespread knowledge
sharing can address such challenges and help develop NLP models that promptly meet the
needs of people during the pandemic.

9.2. Characteristics of Health Misinformation

One potential application of NLP models is combatting the spread of health misin-
formation during the pandemic. However, misinformation is written in a manner that
presents difficulties for the public to distinguish it from correct information [108]. Moreover,
misinformation occurs as a distributed incident and usually spreads faster than the correct
information [109] with dynamic modification to avoid automated detection [108,109]. This
issue can increase the difficulty of designing an NLP model to detect such dynamic spread.

The above challenges can be mitigated by designing NLP models that can speedily
detect changes in public priorities, therefore, providing the necessary accurate information
in a timely manner. Patterns and knowledge derived from social media can be used to guide
targeted interventions [110]. Timely identification of the information discussed in subsets
of populations can lead to more specific data campaigns and earlier public awareness of
spreading misinformation [110].

9.3. Designing Clinically Applicable NLP Models

NLP models can be designed to extract actionable information by combining AI and
clinical research [111]. On the one hand, the design of such systems must be clinically useful,
and on the other hand, they must be implementable by NLP researchers who are typically
not medical domain experts. An advantage of using NLP in healthcare is automation;
clinicians cannot process data as rapidly as machines. Nevertheless, automated systems
are trained and evaluated on selected databases that only contain information that may be
specific to a targeted cohort or geolocation. If the databases do not represent the complete
set of potential circumstances, then the automated systems can make incorrect decisions in
cases that have never been examined [112].

The risk of inaccurate models is remarkably higher than that of a single doctor–
patient interaction, yet the advantages of reducing cost, human errors, and inefficiencies in
current healthcare systems are substantial [23]. One potential mechanism by which risks
of AI or NLP-related errors can be mitigated is through the development of interpretable
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models. In this case, interpretability needs to focus on the medical practitioners who
should be able to view the reasoning behind system decisions and decide if the system’s
recommendations/decisions should be used. For critical clinical decisions, NLP researchers
need to construct accurate but interpretable models that can identify the patterns that
clinicians find interpretable, yet they should also be robust to make accurate decisions [112].

9.4. Synergic Implementation and Deployment

NLP systems can be most beneficial when incorporated into healthcare and public
health systems. Digital health data (EHRs, scientific research findings, health information
in social media) can be combined and processed in the NLP systems that benefit from each
data source to provide recommendations on the individual and population levels. In the
future, healthcare systems that can link clinical notes across different institutions must be
developed to provide clinicians with tools to automate tasks and extract useful information.
The NLP of scientific research can provide clinicians with timely and accurate updates,
and social media can be used for outreach, crowdsourcing information, surveillance, and
fighting misinformation. Ideally, such an NLP system can work on various data sources
but still serve the ultimate goal of decreasing the consequences of outbreaks in society.

9.5. Sampling Bias on Social Media

Social media is a crucial data source to understand the impact of COVID-19 on subsets
of populations. However, conducting social media-based studies, such as on mental
health, can introduce sampling bias. Social media users are more likely to be younger and
technologically savvy, resulting in biased samples. However, the wealth and diversity
of accessible content make social media attractive as a data source [100]. Additionally,
according to PEW research [113], the adoption of social media is growing among older
populations, which means that in the future, it will be better representative of populations.

9.6. Data Analysis Challenge

NLP methods for studying health behavior, conducting pandemic surveillance, and mon-
itoring mental health status at large scales can provide more comprehensive findings and
insights than traditional approaches. The main objective is to translate the textual content into
insightful statistical numbers (e.g., numbers of positive/negative posts, the intensity of positiv-
ity/negativity or emotion in a post, or a number of self-reported COVID-19 cases). However,
researchers tend to aggregate statistical numbers to make them more manageable and perform
overall descriptive analysis. How this aggregation of numerical findings is accomplished can
compromise the final findings and may provide incorrect interpretations [49]. For example,
when aggregating the number of positive or negative sentiments to study the sentiment changes
during the COVID-19 phase, the number of positive or negative posts may give weight to active
users’ sentiments in the final inference, which in turn may lead to a biased conclusion toward
these sentiments, rather than a conclusion derived from the overall population.

10. Conclusions

This review presented a set of important uses of NLP approaches that have the
potential to improve pandemic preparedness and response during a pandemic. NLP has
great potential at a time when huge amounts of text-based data are constantly created from
sources such as healthcare systems, the scientific literature, and health social media. In this
review, we emphasized the potential utility of NLP for addressing many pandemic-specific
problems, including the swift execution of pandemic responses at scale and low cost. We
described the lessons learned for each NLP application, including the capabilities and
limitations of existing NLP methods and how they may be utilized to improve health
and social care. We provided summary tables for the highlighted studies discussed in the
previous sections and presented comparisons of NLP methods on various applications
related to COVID-19. The comparison tables specifically show that pre-trained NLP models,
such as BERT, ALBERT, Sentence-BERT, and Bio BERT, are perhaps the most commonly
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used elements by NLP pipelines. We highlighted the key challenges associated with the use
of NLP pipelines as parts of diverse pandemic response systems; these challenges include
the nature of pandemics, designing clinically applicable NLP models, sampling bias, data
analysis challenges, characteristics of health misinformation, synergic implementation, and
deployment-related issues. The identified challenges and related opportunities can serve
as potential future research directions.
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